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conduct of the critical debate fell to Lord Morley who, in his Recol-
lections,1 has left a careful record of the action he took :
" Late in the evening " (9th August), he writes, " an intimation was
conveyed to me of uneasiness lest the announcement "of the kim's
acceptance of the advice to create peers had not been made with such
distinct emphasis as to shake tfce obstinate and fixed disbelief of some
and the random miscalculation of ulterior consequences in others. The
Prime Minister's statement in the Commons was unmistakable, but when
the politician's mind is feverish, be he peer or commoner, he catches at
a straw. The words ' natural reluctance ' (used by Lord Crewe) were
stretched in all manner of unnatural interpretations. To dispel these
illusions so pregnant with disaster was rightly judged imperative, if the
Bill was to have a chance. The occasion for setting misunderstandings
straight was evidently to be found in my coming reply to the questions
that had been put on the first day's debate. Next morning, accordingly,
I found words, despatched the formula for submission to the King and
received it back with his ' entire approval.' The words were : £ If the
Bill should be defeated to-night His Majesty will assent to the creation
of peers sufficient in number to guard against any possible combination
of the different parties in opposition by which the Parliament Bill might
be exposed a second time to defeat.' "
Lord Morley himself has described the scene, when, that afternoon
(10th Aug.) in the House of Lords, in answer to an appeal from Lord
Rosebery, he drew from his pocket and read out the short paper
defining the terms of the Royal assent. " The silence was intense:
for a moment or two there was a hum of curiosity and dispute whether
it had been this word or that. Then a member of the front bench
opposite, rising at the table, eagerly begged me to repeat it. MTo
encore was ever more readily granted, amid loud approval from the
benches behind me and perplexed silence in front/' To clinch it he
added ; " Every vote given against my motion will be a vote for a
large and prompt creation of peers,"
Lord Halsbury's biographer tells us that even this declaration
" had little effect upon the Die-hard leaders. They remained
unconvinced/' It seems more probable that they were too deeply
committed to be able to draw back at the last minute of the eleventh
hour* But so plain an intimation of what lay ahead could not be
without effect upon others who had genuine doubts, and the general
opinion at the time was that it saved the Bill. There was a perilous
moment when the Duke of Norfolk announced that, if any Unionist,
instead of abstaining, should vote with the Government, he on his
side would not abstain but vote with Lord Halsbury, but at the last
moment a great access of strength came to the Government from the
* Vol. II, p, 351.

